Early blastocyst expansion in euploid and aneuploid human embryos: evidence for a non-invasive and quantitative marker for embryo selection.
How can the kinetics of human blastocyst expansion be used to evaluate an embryo's ploidy identified using preimplantation genetic testing for aneuploidy (PGT-A)? This was a retrospective observational study of 188 autologous blastocysts from 34 sequential treatment cycles using PGT-A and blastocyst biopsy. Using time-lapse imaging, blastocyst expansion was evaluated using a quantitative standardized expansion assay (qSEA). Trophectoderm cell division was examined in selected, unbiopsied embryos (n = 7) to evaluate the contribution of mitosis to the expansion rate. The averaged euploid blastocyst expansion rate was significantly (52.8%) faster than in aneuploid blastocysts (P = 0.0041). Scatterplots, representing 'expansion maps', revealed that both populations showed a similarly overlapping distribution of blastocyst formation times at 80-140 h from fertilization. Euploidy and aneuploidy were better distinguished in regions of higher and lower expansion, respectively, in expansion maps. Based upon the expansion slopes, rank-ordering of individual embryos within cohorts resulted in more than 90% euploid embryos in the first two ranks in patients less than 35 years of age. Additional detailed time-lapse image analysis provided evidence that rapid expansion was associated with robust, integrative cellular mitosis in trophectoderm cells. The kinetics of human blastocyst expansion are related to an embryo's ploidy. These preliminary observations describe a new quantitative, non-invasive approach to embryo assessment that may be useful to identify single blastocysts for transfer, particularly in younger patient groups. However, this approach may also be useful for euploid embryo selection after PGT-A. The results support the hypothesis that aneuploidy universally impairs general cellular processes, including cell division, in differentiated cells.